This analysis illustrates potential impact in Tuba area caused by the passage of Tropical cyclone Mangkhut - 18 that made landfall in Philippines on 15 September 2018.
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Potential damaged buildings in Camp 6 opposite to Kennon road
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A Landslide in Camp 4 close to Bued river
This analysis illustrates potential impact in Tuba area caused by the passage of Tropical cyclone Mangkhut - 18 that made landfall in Philippines on 15 September 2018.
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Damaged buildings in Ansagan close to Philex road
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Potential damaged buildings adjacent to Kennon road
This analysis illustrates potential impact in Tuba area caused by the passage of Tropical cyclone Mangkhut - 18 that made landfall in Philippines on 15 September 2018.
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A potential damaged building in SLHS Philex street
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A potential damaged building in Loakan road near to the Airport